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Risk of bias assessment of test comparisons was uncommon in comparative accuracy systematic reviews: an overview of reviews
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Abstract

Objectives: Comparative diagnostic test accuracy systematic reviews (DTA reviews) assess the accuracy of two or more tests and compare their diagnostic performance. We investigated how comparative DTA reviews assessed the risk of bias (RoB) in primary studies that compared multiple index tests.

Study Design and Setting: This is an overview of comparative DTA reviews indexed in MEDLINE from January 1st to December 31st, 2017. Two assessors independently identified DTA reviews including at least two index tests and containing at least one statement in which the accuracy of the index tests was compared. Two assessors independently extracted data on the methods used to assess RoB in studies that directly compared the accuracy of multiple index tests.

Results: We included 238 comparative DTA reviews. Only two reviews (0.8%, 95% confidence interval 0.1 to 3.0%) conducted RoB assessment of test comparisons undertaken in primary studies; neither used an RoB tool specifically designed to assess bias in test comparisons.

Conclusion: Assessment of RoB in test comparisons undertaken in primary studies was uncommon in comparative DTA reviews, possibly due to lack of existing guidance on and awareness of potential sources of bias. Based on our findings, guidance on how to assess and incorporate RoB in comparative DTA reviews is needed. © 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Clinicians and health care providers need to select the most accurate diagnostic tests available to reduce the consequences of false positive and/or false negative test results. The best available evidence regarding the accuracy of a test is summarized in a diagnostic test accuracy systematic review (DTA review), which aims to assess the accuracy of a test of interest (index test) against a reference standard. DTA reviews usually assess the accuracy of a single index test, but increasingly also compare the accuracy of two or more index tests. These “comparative DTA” reviews enable decision makers to choose the most accurate test, especially when evidence regarding the effectiveness of a test on patient outcomes is unavailable [1].

DTA reviews, like any other type of systematic review, should include assessment of the risk of bias (RoB) in included studies [2,3]. In a DTA review assessing the
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What is new?

Key findings
Risk of bias assessment was rarely undertaken in systematic reviews that compare the accuracy of two or more diagnostic tests. In reviews that performed risk of bias assessment, this was performed with tools that were not designed for diagnostic accuracy studies.

What this adds to what was known?
Risk of bias assessment is a key feature in systematic reviews. While risk of bias assessment for individual test accuracy was almost always performed, the assessment for comparative accuracy was usually overlooked.

What is the implication and what should change now?
Comparative diagnostic test accuracy systematic reviews that do not undertake risk of bias assessment should be interpreted with caution. Guidance and tools that address potential biases in test comparisons should be developed.

accuracy of a single test, the ideal study design is one in which a consecutive series or random sample of patients undergo both the index test and the reference standard. These studies are assessed for RoB and concerns regarding applicability using the QUADAS-2 tool [4]. However, when comparing the accuracy of two or more index tests, reviews should ideally include studies that directly compare the index tests in a single study. QUADAS-2 was not developed to assess the RoB of the comparison between tests in a primary study. Therefore, additional sources of bias need to be considered (Table 1). For example, both index tests should ideally be evaluated in the same patients, so that any differences between the tests cannot be attributed to differences in factors that may influence test accuracy (e.g., patient spectrum). Alternatively, in a study where patients are randomized to undergo one index test or another, the randomization should be adequate to produce index test groups that are comparable with regard to patient spectrum. Reviews that fail to consider these and other potential sources of bias may draw conclusions based on flawed comparisons, which have the potential to mislead users of evidence. Such an approach in DTA reviews would be analogous to systematic reviews of interventions that do not assess the internal validity of the comparison (e.g., allocation concealment) in randomized controlled trials (RCTs).

We are not aware of the RoB tools for test comparisons in primary studies, although Cochrane recommends that when using QUADAS-2 to assess comparative studies included in a comparative DTA review, review authors should consider adding a “comparative domain” with relevant signaling questions [5,6]. At least two Cochrane DTA review protocols have implemented this recommendation, by adding signaling questions to QUADAS-2 such as “Were the same participant selection criteria used for those allocated to each test?” and “Was each index test result interpreted without knowledge of the results of other index tests or testing strategies?” [7,8]. In addition, Wade et al describe an effort to modify QUADAS-2 to assess quality of studies comparing the accuracy of colposcopy technologies [9]. They added 10 signaling questions to QUADAS-2 specifically for test comparisons, such as “Were the index and the comparator tests independent?” and “Was there an appropriate interval between the index and the comparator tests?”. These efforts indicate that RoB of test comparisons is an issue pertinent to comparative DTA reviews, and that there is a need to identify RoB tools currently in existence.

Therefore, the objective of this overview of reviews is to assess (1) whether recent comparative DTA reviews assessed the RoB of test comparisons undertaken in included primary studies, and if so, (2) which methods have been used for RoB assessment.

2. Methods
2.1. Study design

This is a methodological overview of comparative DTA reviews. The protocol of this overview was preregistered on PROSPERO (CRD42018099111).

2.2. Terms and definitions

We define a “comparative DTA review” as a DTA review that compared the accuracy of two or more index tests. Because not all DTA reviews with multiple index tests will have the intention of comparing tests, we also required that the review should contain at least one statement, anywhere in the review, indicating a comparison between the accuracy of the index tests. A comparison between an index test and the reference standard is not a test comparison because a reference standard is needed to assess the accuracy of an index test.

We refer to a primary DTA study that compared two or more index tests as a “comparative DTA study”. Examples of comparative DTA studies include the “paired” design, in which a series of patients undergo both index tests and the reference standard, and the “randomized” design, in which patients are randomly allocated to receive either index test A or B, and subsequently receive the same reference standard (Figure 1). We refer to a primary DTA study that only includes one index test as a “noncomparative DTA study”.  


2.3. Data sources and searches

We searched MEDLINE (Ovid interface) from January 1st 2015 to February 15th, 2018, to identify recently published DTA reviews. However, post hoc we restricted the eligibility to reviews published in the most recent complete year at the time of search (from 1st January to 31st December 2017) because we identified substantially more records than we had anticipated (n=11,702). We regarded this to be a safe decision, as earlier reviews are less likely to contain examples of RoB assessment of test comparisons, compared with more recent reviews. The search strategy contained terms relating to systematic reviews and meta-analyses in combination with terms relating to test accuracy (Appendix A). No specific keywords filtering comparative DTA reviews were applied. We did not restrict on language or type of index test.

2.4. Review selection

We included comparative DTA reviews consistent with our definition: systematic reviews (1) evaluating the accuracy of two or more index tests, verified by a reference standard, and (2) containing at least one sentence in which the review authors made a comparison between index tests. We considered literature reviews to be systematic reviews if the review reported a search strategy and if the review explicitly reported eligibility criteria for study selection. We did not consider comparisons restricted to multiple thresholds of a single test. We included comparative DTA reviews regardless of whether comparative DTA studies were included in the review, as it is possible that reviews detailed methods for RoB assessment in these studies, but did not find any studies.

We excluded reviews of animal studies, review protocols, reviews of predictive accuracy, and reviews for which the full-text articles could not be retrieved. We also excluded reviews without a clinical target condition (e.g., reviews assessing the accuracy of database search filters) and reviews evaluating only one index test that made a comparison with a test not evaluated in the same review.

---

Table 1. Differences between single test accuracy and comparative accuracy studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Single test accuracy study</th>
<th>Comparative accuracy study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical question being answered</td>
<td>How accurately can a single index test classify individuals who have or do not have the target condition?</td>
<td>How does the accuracy of index test A compare with that of index test B?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal study design</td>
<td>A study in which a consecutive series or random sample of patients all undergo a single index test and the reference standard</td>
<td>1). A study in which each participant undergoes all index tests and the reference standard (paired or within-subject design) or 2). A study in which participants are randomly allocated to an index test and all participants get the same reference standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples of risk of bias</td>
<td>The patient spectrum of those who have the target condition only includes advanced disease</td>
<td>The patient spectrum differs between those who get index test A and those who get index test B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The index test was interpreted with knowledge of the reference standard result</td>
<td>Index test A was interpreted with knowledge of the results of index test B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The reference standard does not correctly classify the target condition</td>
<td>Results of index test A and B are verified against a different reference standard for each test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is an inappropriate time interval between the index test and the reference standard</td>
<td>There is an inappropriate time interval between index test A and B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a The examples of risk of bias given for comparative accuracy studies are additional to those given for single test accuracy studies.*

---

Fig. 1. Examples of comparative DTA study designs. Abbreviations: DTA, diagnostic test accuracy.
Each article was assessed for eligibility by two authors independently (B.Y. assessed all articles, and independent assessment was conducted by A.S., I.M.H., or S.B.). The assessment of eligibility was performed in two steps. First, the titles and abstracts of each article were reviewed. Potentially eligible articles were then further assessed based on their full-text. Disagreements were resolved by discussion, or by taking into account the opinion of a third assessor.

2.5. Data extraction

While extracting data for our objectives, we also extracted data to describe the characteristics of our cohort of DTA reviews. As reviews often described more than one test comparison, we identified and extracted data on the first reported comparison in the article.

We extracted data using a piloted form that included the following items (the complete list of data extraction items is available in Appendix B).

- Objective of the review.
- Characteristics of the first comparison in the review (we recorded the number of index tests, type of studies in the comparison, type of index test and the target condition). We also assessed whether authors explicitly specified the “role of the index test”, namely replacement, triage or add-on, in the introduction [10], following STARD 2015 reporting guidelines [11].
- Inclusion of comparative DTA studies (we recorded whether comparative DTA studies were mentioned as inclusion criteria and whether these were separately reported from noncomparative DTA studies).
- Whether or not RoB assessment of individual test accuracy was performed (if yes, we recorded which tool was used).
- Whether or not RoB assessment of test comparisons in comparative DTA studies was performed (if yes, we recorded which tool was used, which items were present in the tool, and whether existing tools were modified for test comparisons).
- If RoB assessment for comparisons was not performed, whether authors discussed potential RoB issues in test comparisons as a limitation of the evidence in the discussion.

When reviews failed to identify any studies for inclusion but reported clear methods for RoB assessment, we nevertheless extracted data as if the methods had been applied. For instance, if a review reported that it would perform RoB assessment in the methods but did not include any comparative DTA studies in the review, we recorded “the review performed RoB assessment”.

Data from each review were extracted by two authors independently (B.Y. extracted data for all reviews, and independent extractions were conducted by Y.V., A.S. or M.W.L.). Disagreements were resolved by discussion.

2.6. Data synthesis and analysis

We used descriptive statistics to summarize categorical variables as frequencies and percentages using the total number of included comparative DTA reviews as the denominator for most analyses. In cases where the total number of reviews was not the denominator, we explicitly stated this. We computed a 95% confidence interval for the proportion of reviews that conducted RoB assessment for test comparisons using the Clopper-Pearson (“exact”) approach.

3. Results

3.1. Search results

Our search retrieved 4,085 records published in 2017. After removal of duplicates, we screened 4,014 titles and abstracts and included 416 records for full-text assessment. We excluded 178 records at this phase, most common reasons being (1) no comparison between index tests (n = 67); (2) not a systematic review (n = 43); and (3) not a DTA review (n = 19). We included 238 comparative DTA reviews in this overview, of which 13 were Cochrane systematic reviews. Figure 2 displays the review inclusion flow chart and Appendix C displays the list of included reviews.

3.2. Characteristics of included comparative DTA reviews

Table 2 describes characteristics of the 238 included comparative DTA reviews. Of the 238 reviews, the index tests in the comparison were most often imaging (n = 119; 50%) or biochemical (n = 80; 34%) tests; target conditions were most frequently neoplasms (n = 107; 45%), infectious diseases (n = 25; 11%), or diseases of the digestive system (n = 25; 11%). Most of the 238 reviews compared two tests in the first comparison (n = 150; 63%), but comparisons involving 5 or more tests were also common (n = 43; 18%).

Around half of the reviews (n = 134; 56%) were explicit about their intention to compare tests. For the remaining 104 (44%) reviews, the comparative nature of the review only became apparent in the results, discussion, or conclusion section of the article. Of the 134 reviews with an explicit comparative question, 115 (86%) reviews stated that test comparison was an objective of the review, and 19 (14%) reviews described a test comparison in their methods.

The intended role of the index tests in the clinical pathway (triage, replacement, or add-on) was specified in 2 of 238 (1%) reviews. In other reviews, this was not specified, or the specified role was not relevant for the comparison (e.g., the role of the index tests was to replace another test not in the comparison).
3.3. Type of studies in comparative DTA reviews

In 54 (23%) reviews, the comparison was based on data from comparative DTA studies only. The comparison was based on noncomparative DTA studies in 35 (15%) reviews and most frequently, a combination of comparative and noncomparative DTA studies in 123 (52%) reviews. In 22 (9%) reviews, we were unable to determine the type of studies included in the review and 4 (2%) reviews did not include any studies. Fifty-six (24%) reviews reported comparative DTA studies or a description of comparative DTA studies as one of the criteria for inclusion, and of these, 30 planned to solely include comparative DTA studies for comparing tests.

Of the 123 reviews in which the comparison was based on both comparative and noncomparative DTA studies, 19 (15%) also reported results of comparative DTA studies separately from noncomparative studies, whereas 104 (85%) reviews did not. Among the 19 reviews reporting results of comparative and noncomparative DTA studies separately, 12 reviews performed a separate meta-analysis for only comparative DTA studies, 2 reviews performed sensitivity analysis with only comparative DTA studies, and 5 reviews narratively reported the results of comparative DTA studies separately.

3.4. Risk of bias assessment of comparative DTA studies

Most reviews performed RoB assessment for the accuracy of an individual test (n = 213; 90%) with 163 reviews using the QUADAS-2 tool, 36 reviews using the original QUADAS tool, and 14 reviews using other methods.

Two of the 238 (0.8%; 95% CI, 0.1 to 3.0%) reviews conducted RoB assessment of test comparisons undertaken in comparative DTA studies. Neither review was a Cochrane systematic review. Both reviews restricted inclusion to studies that randomized participants to index test A or B and subsequently performed the reference standard, allowing estimation of the accuracy of each index test. The first review [20] included randomized studies of chromendoscopy versus other endoscopic techniques for dysplasia surveillance in inflammatory bowel disease, using histopathology as the reference standard. This review used the Cochrane RoB tool for RCTs [21] to assess random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants, investigators and outcome assessors, incomplete outcome data, and selective reporting. The second review [22] included randomized studies that compared the accuracy of 22 versus 25 gauge needles for fine needle aspiration of pancreatic lesions using a poorly specified
reference standard that included surgical pathological diagnosis. It also reported using the Cochrane RoB tool for RCTs, but further details of quality assessment were not provided. Neither review undertook quality assessment of the estimation of individual test accuracy.

Among the 236 reviews without RoB assessment of test comparisons, 39 (17%) did not contain comparative DTA studies. In the remaining 197 reviews that included comparative DTA studies (or where the type of included studies was unclear), 8 of 197 (4%) reviews discussed potential RoB in test comparisons in comparative DTA studies as a limitation of the evidence, whereas 189 (96%) reviews did not discuss any potential RoB issues specific to the comparison. Potential RoB issues highlighted by the 8 reviews are listed in Table 3.

4. Discussion

4.1. Summary of the evidence

In this overview, we aimed to identify whether and how RoB assessment of test comparisons was conducted in recent comparative DTA reviews. We found that while most reviews conducted RoB assessment for estimation of the accuracy of a single test, reviews rarely considered RoB assessment for test accuracy comparisons.

In our sample of 238 reviews, only two (0.8%; 95% CI, 0.1 to 3.0%) performed RoB assessment of test comparisons. In these two reviews [20,22], authors used the Cochrane RoB tool for RCTs [21], which assesses the adequacy of randomization, but does not address other aspects of validity pertinent to DTA studies. Notably, neither review conducted RoB assessment of issues specific to estimation of individual test accuracy (for example, by using QUADAS-2) or comparative accuracy.

We also addressed the question: if reviews do not assess the RoB of test comparisons, do they discuss potential RoB as a limitation of the evidence? We found that the potential RoB issues in test comparisons were only discussed in 8 of 197 (4%) reviews that included, or potentially included comparative DTA studies.

Our findings are concerning because the full extent of the validity of the comparative evidence in these reviews...
is unclear. Furthermore, in the absence of RoB assessment for test comparisons, review authors may erroneously assume that the validity of the estimated accuracy of individual tests also applies to the comparison of their accuracy. Additional sources of bias need to be considered when assessing the validity of test comparisons (Table 1) and ignoring these ultimately carries the risk that clinicians and health care providers may make decisions based on systematic reviews of DTA without being properly informed about the limitations of the comparative evidence.

Although there are no clear reasons why comparative DTA reviews poorly consider test comparisons in RoB assessment, an explanation may be the lack of appropriate tools and guidance on assessing comparative DTA evidence. While some guidance is available in the literature [5,6,9,23], RoB assessment of test comparisons has not yet been adequately addressed or developed. Our overview demonstrates that, in the increasingly important field of comparative accuracy, the development of dedicated tools and guidance for RoB assessment of test comparisons is necessary.

4.2. Limitations

To gain an unbiased, representative sample of recent comparative DTA reviews, we included all comparative DTA reviews published in 2017. Although our cohort of reviews is large, we may have missed other examples of RoB assessments in test comparisons. In this overview, we defined comparative DTA reviews as reviews that report a comparison of index tests. Hence, we also included reviews that did not explicitly state comparative objectives or methods, but contained a statement in which the tests were compared. It may be argued that these are not comparative DTA reviews, because it is not always clear whether the intention of the review authors was to compare tests. We decided to take this approach as the reader may interpret the evidence as comparative, regardless of the intention of the review authors. It is also possible that review authors did plan to perform RoB assessments for test comparisons, but decided it was unfeasible or did not report the assessment. We did not check the protocols of included reviews, nor did we contact the review authors. Finally, there is inherent subjectivity in assessing textual data. Aspects of review selection and data extraction required judgment (e.g., whether a sentence contains a comparison, whether the role of the index tests was reported) which was complicated due to frequent unclear reporting of review characteristics. We tried to reduce subjectivity by duplicate and independent review selection and data extraction.

4.3. Implications for practice and research

We present some initial considerations on how prospective authors of comparative DTA reviews could assess RoB in test comparisons. Comparative DTA studies represent potentially higher quality evidence compared with noncomparative DTA studies [24] when comparing multiple index tests. While comparative DTA studies are not always available, reviewers should aim to include these studies and separately report their results when possible. A validated tool to assess RoB in test comparisons in comparative DTA studies is not yet available. In the absence of such a tool, reviewers should consider which sources of bias are important in their primary studies. For example, reviewers could add signaling questions to QUADAS-2 asking whether index test A was interpreted without knowledge of index test B and vice versa if interpretation of one or both tests is subjective. We have collated examples of potential sources of bias reported by reviews in this overview (Table 3). An effort is currently underway to extend the QUADAS-2 tool to assess RoB in comparative DTA studies, preliminary named QUADAS-C [25].

5. Conclusion

In this overview, almost all reviews assessed RoB of individual test accuracy but seldom assessed the RoB in test comparisons undertaken in comparative DTA studies. The minority of reviews that considered the RoB of test comparisons focused mainly on the adequacy of random allocation to index tests and did not address the RoB in the estimation of test accuracy. This demonstrated lack of RoB assessment of test comparisons is an important limitation in comparative DTA reviews. Our overview highlights the need to develop appropriate methods and guidance on how to assess RoB in test comparisons.
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